Join our learning community at Furman!  
*Where Learning Never Retires*

Summertime is fun time at OLLI @ Furman! This is a great time to try a new class, whether it’s kayaking, cooking or history. And there’s much more available – truly something for everyone. You may register online beginning Tuesday, May 7, at 8 a.m., or find a summer registration form online or in the OLLI office. All summer courses are $35 unless otherwise indicated, and no membership fee is required. Most of the one-day events are free! For more information, contact us at 864.294.2998 or olli@furman.edu, or check out our website at www.furman.edu/olli.
Summar Registration Notes

1. All Students must sign Furman’s Acknowledgment and General Release form. If you register online, this will be part of the online registration process. If you mail or walk the registration form into the office, you will be asked to sign one at registration.

2. Three ways to register starting MAY 7:
   - ONLINE: www.furman.edu/olli
   - IN PERSON: At the OLLI office on Furman’s campus, located in the Herring Center for Continuing Education.
   - BY MAIL: Send the completed registration form with payment to OLLI @ Furman, 3300 Poinsett Highway, Greenville, SC 29613.

3. There will be NO REFUNDS for dropped classes once Summer Session begins on June 4.

4. Summer courses cannot be applied toward course packages purchased during the 2018-2019 academic year.

5. If you are new to OLLI, you will receive a name badge at your first class.

Course Descriptions

Tuesday

HFE590a  Kayaking is Kool
Tuesday, 8:30-10:30 a.m., Lake Robinson
Come join us and learn a new pastime. We’re kayaking on Lake Robinson. All you need to do is be able to carry 50 pounds for 100 yards so we can move the boats from the storage area to the lake. The first class will concentrate on safety, fitting yourself into a kayak and some basic strokes. There will be time to practice on land and on the water. In the following three classes we will be adding strokes and improving skill and ability to get where you want to go with minimum effort. Come join us on the lake and learn to enjoy the water! Fee: $20 (boat permit for month due at first class).

Charlie Ennis is a former American Red Cross canoeing/water safety instructor and a credentialed ACA kayak trip leader. Rick Minton will assist with this course.

ACM162  Guitar IV
Tuesday, 9-10:30 a.m., Herring Center, Small Arts/Crafts (HC113)
This class is a continuation of Guitar III, but new folks are invited. We will learn more picking patterns, strumming patterns, tablature, the function of bar chords, bass licks and more. Materials fee: $4 (due to instructor at first class).

Jann Howell has a master’s degree in music and will lead this course. Harriet Mason will assist with this course.

HFE587  Core Performance
Tuesday, 10 a.m.-noon, Herring Center, Crabtree (HC110)
This fitness class focuses on improving flexibility, balance and core strength. This class is designed to combat the effects of our modern sedentary lifestyles, which often contribute to low back pain and joint stiffness. Standing and mat exercises are selected from yoga, pilates and functional training. Each class will end with a stretching routine designed specifically to reduce back pain and leg cramps. Just bring your yoga mat and a smile to class. Participants should be able to do a squat. Resistance bands and dumbbells are provided by OLLI.

Ron Bryson, a retiree, keeps himself active with cycling, swimming and strength training. He has been a personal trainer and holds a yoga teacher certification. Ron has taught core fitness at OLLI since 2013.

HIS675  Touring Britain and Europe via Helicopter
Tuesday, 10 a.m.-noon, Herring Center, Piper (HC111)
Join us to view DVDs from the “Visions of …” series. The areas we will explore are England/Wales, Scotland/Ireland, Great Cities of Europe plus Austria, and France (Riviera and Provence). **FREE COURSE**

Elaine Brummett has taught several science classes for OLLI and shown many instructional/travel DVDs.
HFE590b Kayaking is Kool
Tuesday, 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Lake Robinson
Come join us and learn a new pastime. We’re kayaking on Lake Robinson. All you need to do is be able to carry 50 pounds for 100 yards so we can move the boats from the storage area to the lake. The first class will concentrate on safety, fitting yourself into a kayak and some basic strokes. There will be time to practice on land and on the water. In the following three classes we will be adding strokes and improving skill and ability to get where you want to go with minimum effort. Come join us on the lake and learn to enjoy the water! Fee: $20 (boat permit for month due at first class).
Charlie Ennis is a former American Red Cross canoeing/water safety instructor and a credentialed ACA kayak trip leader. Rick Minton will assist with this course.

PAH891 Summer Soups and Sides
Tuesday, 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Meets offsite
What to do with all the inexpensive and plentiful vegetables and fruits of summertime? This course answers that question with four classes on choosing produce at its best and transforming it into a delicious and “good for you” meal. This is a student participation class, with no special skills needed. Recipes will be provided. After the choosing and the chopping and the cooking we will sit down for lunch and congratulate ourselves for making the most of what nature gives us. Note: This class meets at Bethel Bible Missionary Church (28 Bob Street, Greenville, SC 29611). Food cost: $5 per session ($20 due to instructor at first class).
Diana Miel has taught numerous cooking courses at OLLI. She loves to teach others how to enjoy cooking and eating fresh homemade food. Marie Eldridge will assist with this course.

HFE859 Let’s Get Fit!
Tuesday, 1-3 p.m., Herring Center, Crabtree (HC110)
This is a one-hour beginning fitness class to help increase range of movement for daily activities. Class begins with a low impact cardio segment, followed by standing and seated strength training and flexibility movements for the entire body. Designed to increase flexibility, joint stability, balance, coordination, agility, muscular strength and cardiovascular endurance. Participants will use hand-held weights, elastic tubing and fitness ball. June Martin is an ACE personal trainer and health coach. She will challenge you to “think outside the box” to reach new heights.

ACM204 Chamber and Piano Works
Tuesday, 1-3 p.m., Herring Center, Campbell (HC004)
Two of the greatest classical music chamber work composers were Schubert, “the Melodist” and Schumann, “first great Romantic Composer.” Let us listen and discuss their music selected from their trio, quartet, quintet and octet works.
Ronald Byson has been teaching courses on classical music and opera at OLLI since 2013. A devout music lover, he endeavors at course (first class).

PHO1623 Lightroom Practical Workshops
Tuesday, 1-3 p.m., Herring Center, Computer Lab (HC104)
This class will entail a two-hour practical workshop each week featuring the Adobe Lightroom photographic post processing platform. The instructor will provide guidance on work-process and technique in editing images, where the entire class will work on the same image at a measured and consistent rate. Students are expected to have practical knowledge in the featured software; the class will concentrate in the mastery of the “Develop” module, and the instructor will provide all images for class work. Proficiency levels 2 and 3 recommended.
Jeff Sarvis is a retired architect who was originally educated in Puerto Rico. He has worked, traveled and pursued his photography hobby all over the world.

PHO1628 Basic DSLR in the Field
Wednesday, 8-10 a.m., Herring Center, Huff (HC105)
See It, Think It, Set It, Shoot It, Check It! This mantra will guide you as you complete practical assignments shooting in aperture priority, shutter priority and manual modes. Each class gives you “in the field” experience at Furman campus locations while you complete detailed assignments using a shooting workbook. These hands-on assignments will provide guidance in the technical and aesthetic principles of photography. Students will be required to walk some distance and climb stairs. You must bring a DSLR camera and wide angle and telephoto lenses, and a tripod. Prerequisite: Completion of the Basic DSLR class or familiarity with principles of photography and your camera’s operation are required. Level 2 or 3 proficiency level. Materials fee: $5 (due at first class).
Ron Blitstein, recently retired, is a “techie” and Lynne Blitstein is a retired teacher. Both pursue hobbies that keep them abreast of the rapid change in technology tools available. Experienced OLLI teachers, together they make a great team.

HFE596 Kayaking 201
Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.-noon, Lake Robinson
Want to improve your Kayak Skills? Want to go on longer paddles? Want to camp from a kayak? Then this is for you. We will work on improving your strokes so you can go further and faster with less effort as well as gain rescue skills and understanding of kayak trip preparation. We will meet on Lake Robinson for extended paddles. Be sure you are comfortable paddling for two hours as well as carrying 50 pound kayaks from our storage area the 100 yards to the lake. Fee: $20 (boat permit for month due at first class).
Charlie Ennis is a former American Red Cross canoeing/water safety instructor and a credentialed ACA kayak trip leader. Rick Minton will assist with this course.
LAN714  Transition to Advanced Latin  
Wednesday, 9:30-11:30 a.m., Herring Center, President’s Conference (HC103)  
This summer mini-course concludes Ginny Anderson’s Intermediate Latin classes ended Spring ’19, which are not a prerequisite – those with rusty skills are invited to join. We will translate the last third of Book I of Julius Caesar’s Gallic War commentary dealing with his engagement with Ariovistus, the German warlord. Students will continue to build confidence in their translation skills and should join Ginny’s Advanced Latin class in Fall ’19. Note: An extra session or two may be scheduled in July to complete Book I.  
Michael Kilgore, a recovering corporate attorney, has taught Latin, Gilbert & Sullivan, Shakespeare and other classes at OLLI.

ACM202  Summer Writers Club  
Wednesday, 10 a.m.-noon, Herring Center, Piper (HC111)  
Calling all courageous writers. Never stop writing! Join fellow writers as we continue our writing over the summer term. You may want to write a snapshot memoir, a short story or a poem or two. Perhaps you have a partially finished piece of writing and would like some coaching to complete it. We’ll have fun and become better writers. Materials fee: $10 (due to instructor at first class).  
Judy Durham is a Furman graduate with a degree in English and a master’s degree in Language Arts K-12. She has been an educator for 45 years.

ACM006  Writers Revise and Rewrite  
Wednesday, 10 a.m.-noon, Herring Center, Campbell (HC004)  
Time to get to work, serious prose writers, to improve your inspired sentences and paragraphs through the art of editing. This collaborative course is for the experienced (completion of three prior OLLI writing courses), the brave (students will read their works aloud, edit and discuss), and the determined (revising is hard work). Together, class members will learn how to improve their own efforts by incorporating the elements of good writing craft, including style, formatting and those sticky little grammar obstacles that can trip up even the best scribblers. Required for the class will be two complete written pieces (limit of 1,200 words each) and the ability to compose and share them electronically. Judith Babb Chandler has taught at OLLI since its inception. Since retiring from Furman, she has been an active community volunteer and artist. Cada McCoy is an experienced content and copy editor.

ACM101  Acrylic Painting  
Wednesday, noon-3 p.m., Herring Center, Graham (HC005)  
Acrylic paint is the most versatile of the painting mediums. We will explore many techniques hands-on while creating wonderful artistic expressions. This class is suitable for all levels.  
Cathryn Rice, artist, is retired after 35 years teaching art in Greenville County schools.

PAH828  Team Trivia  
Wednesday, 10 a.m.-noon, Herring Center, Small Arts/Crafts (HC113)  
Some warm-up questions: Who was the guest host on the first Saturday Night Live? What state grows the most cotton? What heavy metal element was once known as quicksilver? And now for the pitch – Want to test/share your knowledge with OLLI participants in a fun, somewhat competitive atmosphere? If yes, then this class is for you. Each week participants will be put in new, randomly chosen teams to come up with the answers to a variety of questions from a wide range of categories. Oh yeah – the answers to the warm-up questions? George Carlin, Texas, mercury. Kevin Morris taught composition, literature, film and humanities courses at Greenville Technical College for 36 years.

PAH872  The Elephant Hour  
Wednesday, 1-3 p.m., Herring Center, President’s Conference (HC103)  
This is an intermediate knitting class. Come join us as we knit a stuffed elephant. Materials needed: 8 oz. skein of any light weight worsted yarn in a neutral color (gray, beige or pink), size 3 needles and a small amount of white and black yarn for features. Peanuts (a sample elephant) will be in the office to view.  
Mary Scott is a yarn master. She has been knitting since she was eight years old. She looks forward to a fun filled class.

HFE536  Yoga  
Wednesday, 1:30-3:30 p.m., Herring Center, Crabtree (HC110)  
This yoga class will move through a series of yoga poses attaching breath to movement. Starting with a short meditation, we will then begin establishing and extending steady breathing throughout our yoga posture sequence. Instruction will focus on proper alignment of each pose. Strength, endurance, flexibility, balance and concentration are developed through our work on the mat. Bring a yoga mat to each class. Optional materials for class are two blocks and a strap.  
Susan Adams is a certified 200 hour Yoga Alliance instructor. She does daily yoga at Southern Om in Greenville and ongoing workshops in Asheville.

PAH866  Landscape Painting with Wool  
Wednesday, 1:30-3:30 p.m., Herring Center, Small Arts/Crafts (HC113)  
Wool can be transformed into wool painting by needle felting. The instructor will demonstrate how to turn wool fibers into decorative yet functional felt creations. Step-by-step instruction will be offered. You will be guided on how to blend, mix and needle felt with colorful wool fibers to create 2-D landscape wool painting. Finished creation can be framed as wall art, or sewn onto decorative pillow, tote bag or even jean jacket! Basic felting tools and wool materials are included and you will keep them for future project. Materials fee: $60 (due to instructor at first class).
PHO1640  Summer Photography Excursion
Thursday, 8 a.m.-noon, Herring Center, Computer Lab (HC104)
The main goal of this class is to keep photographers photographing and at the same time have them learn or improve their skills. The class will be going to some unique locations: Table Rock, Caesar’s Head, Red Horse Inn, Jones Gap and many other places. The last class will be a critique of the photos taken. Proficiency level 1, 2 or 3.
Bob Spalding has been teaching photography since the mid 70s through Clemson Extension. John Bryant will assist with this course.

HFE510  Bike the Swamp Rabbit Trail
Thursday, 8:30-10:30 a.m., Swamp Rabbit Trail
This course is for beginning and intermediate riders (no road racers please) of differing experiences. We will ride various distances, beginning at different entry points between Greenville Tech and Travelers Rest. Both distance and speed will be determined by participants’ abilities and experience. And, of course, we’ll stop mid-ride for a snack! Requirements: Bike, helmet, appropriate shoes, mirror, bell and water.
Janet Aguilar rides her bike regularly on the SRT and has ridden on various trails between Greenville and Cleveland, Ohio.

ACM201  Experienced Writers Don’t Take Vacations … From Writing
Thursday, 10 a.m.-noon, Herring Center, Campbell (HC004)
The best way to learn to write well is to write … and write; plus, Stephen King says read … and read. This ongoing class is for those with experience in writing classes at OLLI or otherwise. Prompts are given weekly, but students also continue individual projects. Students read in turn, as their work is projected for class discussion and feedback in a positive environment. This course is not for beginners.
Judith Babb Chandler has taught at OLLI since its inception. Since retiring from Furman, she has been an active community volunteer and artist.

ACM203  Improv is for Everyone
Thursday, 10 a.m.-noon, Herring Center, Vick Seminar (HC102)
In this fun class we will teach you all about doing improvisation, which is the process of acting out a scene without a script. No previous experience is necessary. You will learn the basic techniques and elements of a scene by doing improv exercises to practice using this information. The exercises help improve mental agility, communication skills, creativity, spontaneity, memory and ability to focus. We provide a nonjudgmental, mutually supportive, PG environment. The members of our OLLI SIG say that improv lets you use your imagination, like being a kid again – and it improves your health because we laugh a lot. In this class you will have fun while learning something new.
Kathy Knox and Diana Miel have taken improv classes from Alchemy Comedy and co-founded the successful OLLI SIG “IMPROV-ing with Age” in 2016.

RPH992  Judaism 101
Thursday, 1-3 p.m., Herring Center, President’s Conference (HC103)
This class will examine Judaism in all its aspects: What is a Jew – How is Jewishness defined?, What do Jews believe – Jewish theology, How do Jews live – Jewish law, holidays, observances and traditions, Where have Jews been – turning points in Jewish history, Where are they going – modern trends in Judaism. Emphasis will be on an interactive discussion-style class.
Fred Leffert is a Greenville physician with a life-long interest in Jewish Studies. He has taught several Hebrew classes since 2000.

HFE565  The Mysterious Miracle of Meaningful Motions in Humans
Thursday, 1-3 p.m., Herring Center, Piper (HC111)
Ever since I can remember, the many extraordinary postures and movements, capable of the human body, have captured my imagination. It seemed a miracle to me that some people could launch themselves in the air to catch a ball, shoot an arrow into the center of a target 50 meters away, play the piano or create beautiful paintings. What mysterious events occurred in their bodies that would account for these wonderful activities, performed with such grace and ease? After 50 years of studying human form and function, I would like to share the work of fellow scientists, as to how the body’s central nervous system controls the complex of nerves and muscles of the human machine, to allow such performances. This course will begin with the development of these systems, from their earliest stages, and follow their maturity into the multilevel motion control systems of the human body. Integration of these systems will begin with simple reflexes and eventually expand to high level motor programs that are learned, planned and executed by the many levels responsible for the meaningful motion in humans.
Dr. Ray Moss, professor emeritus, was a professor in the health sciences department and recently retired after 29 years at Furman.
Friday Bonus One-Day Trips & Events  (*Free unless noted)

BTE1188  A Photographer’s Paradise on Roan Mountain
June 7, 7 a.m.-7 p.m.
Visit 6,000+ foot Roan Mountain with South Carolina Master Naturalist, Seth Harrison. Hike the Appalachian Trail as it runs along the border of Tennessee and North Carolina over high mountain “balds” which are rich in natural and cultural history. We will walk from Carvers Gap along the trail to rock outcroppings and spectacular views. Natural history, photography and enjoying the summertime cool mountain breezes are on the itinerary. Hikers need to dress in layers and bring plenty of water and snacks. Be sure to wear appropriate shoes and bring your camera. Distance from Furman: 140 miles. Limit 15

BTE1197  Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet”
June 7, 10:30-11:45 a.m., HC111
Join Mary Hiles, a Ph.D. in English literature with a specialization in Renaissance drama, for an exploration of the greatest love story in Western literature – and enhance your understanding and appreciation of the play being staged this season for the 25th Anniversary of the Upstate Shakespeare Festival. The lecture/performance will include dramatic scenes from the play presented by Mary. Limit 40

BTE1481  Behind the Golden Arches
June 7, 1-3 p.m., HC111
Jack Fisher, senior vice president and account supervisor for several advertising agencies in Virginia, will speak about McDonald’s advertising and marketing. Jack worked on McDonald’s business for 18 years and will share several behind-the-scenes stories about how the process worked. Limit 40

BTE1115  Guided History Walk: Main Street Hendersonville
June 14, 10 a.m.-noon
Join Mary Jo Padgett for a guided history walk on Main Street in Hendersonville, N.C. This tour is a lively 90-minute stroll along Hendersonville’s lovely Main Street. Expect to be charmed and informed about the history and architecture in this historic downtown. Learn about bordello’s, trolley lines, the oldest buildings, big fires, “underground Hendersonville,” architects of renown and more. Distance from Furman: 32 miles. Event fee: $10 (due at event). Limit 25

BTE1134  Guided Kayak Tour on Lake Jocassee
June 14, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Join us for a guided kayak tour of Lake Jocassee with Upstate master naturalist and Jocassee Lake Tours co-owner, Brooks Wade. The pace is leisurely as we use our pontoon boat to move from one remote and wild paddling location to another around the lake. There will be lots of waterfalls to see, and plenty of time for refreshing swims along the way. Bring lunch to enjoy on board. Paddle time is three hours. Distance from Furman: 39 miles. Payment instructions are given after registration. Fee: $60 with your kayak, $95 with one provided by Jocassee Lake Tours (plus $3.50 park entry fee). Limit 12

BTE1128  West African Rhythms and Drumming
June 14, 1-3 p.m., HC110
Join Ben Weston, a certified associate instructor with Tam Tam Mandingue Djembe Academy, Winston-Salem, N.C. for this class on West African Drumming. Ben plays for African and Modern dance classes at the S.C. Governor’s School for the Arts and Humanities. Participants will be introduced to a variety of West African drums and rhythms. Using basic strokes on the drums, students will learn patterns that comprise a traditional rhythm. Fee: $20 (due at event). Limit 40

BTE1182  New Cancer Treatment and Prevention Programs Tour at GHS/Prisma
June 21, noon-2 p.m.
In 2016, Greenville Health System finished a $2.5 million fundraising campaign to renovate a brand new transplant unit on the campus. Since then, GHS has launched new cancer prevention and wellness platforms that are like no other in the country. Dr. Saeeda Chowdhury will present the trends in blood and marrow transplant programs, brand new CAR-T therapies and general cancer therapies here in the upstate. The program will include a short tour. Distance from Furman: 10 miles. Limit 18

BTE1118  Beginning Western Style Square Dancing
June 21, 2-3:30 p.m., HC110
Join Donnie DeVore, a member of the South Carolina callers for 30 years, in learning how to square dance. This will be an introductory course in Western style square dance. Beginner calls will be taught so students can get an idea of this type of square dancing. Students will also have an opportunity to participate in practicing moves learned. Limit 32

BTE1102  Find Your Balance with Mindful Movement
June 28, 1-2:30 p.m., HC110
Join certified yoga therapist and functional movement specialist, Joan Craig, in learning how to stand taller, balance better and challenge your bones with movements you need for real life. In a combination lecture/activity, you will learn the science behind these three keys to aging well and be invited to try simple exercises. Plan to wear comfortable clothes and shoes. Limit 50
June 4-28, 2019 | Summer Registration

Name: ________________________________
Preferred name for name tag: ________________________________
Address: ________________________________
City: ___________________________ State: ___________ ZIP: ___________
Email: ________________________________
Home phone: ____________________________
Cell: ________________________________

□ I need an OLLI name tag (only if you are new or have misplaced yours).

Please register me for (courses $35 unless noted):

- □ ACM101 Acrylic Painting
- □ ACM162 Guitar IV
- □ ACM200 Writers Revise and Rewrite
- □ ACM201 Experienced Writers Don’t Take Vacations
- □ ACM202 Summer Writers Club
- □ ACM203 Improv for Everyone
- □ ACM204 Chamber and Piano Works
- □ CEB1719 Strategies for Increasing Retirement Income
- □ HFE510 Bike the Swamp Rabbit Trail
- □ HFE536 Yoga
- □ HFE565 Meaningful Motions in Humans
- □ HFE587 Core Performance
- □ HFE589 Let’s Get Fit!
- □ HFE590a Kayaking is Kool (8:30 a.m.)
- □ HFE590b Kayaking is Kool (10:30 a.m.)
- □ HFE596 Kayaking 201
- □ HIS675 Touring Britain and Europe **FREE**
- □ HIS685 Interesting Characters in American History
- □ HIS697 Why? The Most Important Political Question
- □ LAN714 Transition to Advanced Latin
- □ PAH821 Beginning Poker
- □ PAH828 Team Trivia
- □ PAH872 The Elephant Hour
- □ PAH886 Landscape Painting with Wool
- □ PAH891 Summer Soups and Sides
- □ PHO1623 Lightroom Practical Workshops
- □ PHO1628 Basic DSLR in the Field
- □ PHO1640 Summer Photography Excursion
- □ RPH992 Judaism 101

TOTAL COURSES: __________ x $35 = $ __________

Friday Events

- □ BTE1102 Find Your Balance with Mindful Movement
- □ BTE1115 Guided History Walk: Main Street Hendersonville
- □ BTE1118 Beginning Western Style Square Dancing
- □ BTE1128 West African Rhythms and Drumming
- □ BTE1134 Guided Kayak Tour on Lake Jocassee
- □ BTE1188 A Photographer’s Paradise on Roan Mountain
- □ BTE1197 Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet”
- □ BTE1481 Behind the Golden Arches
- □ BTE1482 New Cancer Treatment and Prevention Programs Tour

Please return this form with your check (made payable to Furman University):
OLLI @ Furman University
3300 Poinsett Highway
Greenville, South Carolina 29613
Tuesday

HFE590a Kayaking is Kool
8:30-10:30 a.m.
(Ennis/Minton) Offsite

ACM162 Guitar IV
9-10:30 a.m.
(Howell/Mason) HC113

HFE587 Core Performance
10 a.m.-noon (Bryson) HC110

HIS675 Touring Britain and Europe via Helicopter
10 a.m.-noon
(Ennis/Minton) Offsite

ACM202 Summer Writers Club
10 a.m.-noon (Durham) HC111

PAH828 Team Trivia
10 a.m.-noon
(Morris) HC113

HFE590b Kayaking is Kool
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
(Ennis/Minton) Offsite

PAH891 Summer Soups and Sides
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
(Miel/Eldridge) Offsite

PAH821 Beginning Poker
1-3 p.m.
(Knox) HC105

ACM204 Chamber and Piano Works
1-3 p.m. (Bryson) HC004

HFE589 Let’s Get Fit!
1-3 p.m. (Martin) HC110

PHO1623 Lightroom Practical Workshops
1-3 p.m. (Pan) HC104

Wednesday

PHO1628 Basic DSLR in the Field
8-10 a.m. (Blitstein/Blitstein)
HC105

HFE596 Kayaking 201
8:30 a.m.-noon
(Ennis/Minton) Offsite

LAN714 Transition to Advanced Latin
9:30-11:30 a.m. (Kilgore) HC103

PHO1640 Summer Photography Excursion
8:00 a.m.-noon
(Spalding/Bryant) HC104

HFE510 Bike the Swamp Rabbit Trail
8:30-10:30 a.m. (Isiguci) SRT

HIS697 Why? The Most Important Political Question
10 a.m.-noon (Clyborne) HC110

THursday

PHO1640 Summer Photography Excursion
8:00 a.m.-noon
(Spalding/Bryant) HC104

HFE510 Bike the Swamp Rabbit Trail
8:30-10:30 a.m. (Isiguci) SRT

ACM201 Experienced Writers Don’t Take Vacations … From Writing
10 a.m.-noon (Chandler) HC004

ACM203 Improv for Everyone
10 a.m.-noon (Chandler) HC004

ACM203 Improv for Everyone
10 a.m.-noon (Chandler) HC004

Friday Events

BTE1188 A Photographer’s Paradise on Roan Mountain
June 7

BTE1197 Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet”
June 7

BTE1481 Behind the Golden Arches
June 7

BTE1115 Guided History Walk:
Main Street Hendersonville
June 14

BTE1134 Guided Kayak Tour on Lake Jocassee
June 14

BTE1128 West African Rhythms and Drumming
June 14

BTE1482 New Cancer Treatment and Prevention Programs Tour at GHS/Prisma
June 21

BTE1118 Beginning Western Style Square Dancing
June 21

BTE1102 Find Your Balance with Mindful Movement
June 28

OLLI @ Furman presents Road Scholar’s
The Women of Appalachia: Traditions, Stories and Song
Sunday, October 6–Friday, October 11, 2019

Delve into the fascinating lives and history of the women who made their mark on the culture of Appalachia as you explore three enriching topics at breathtaking Lake Junaluska. Nestled beside the Blue Ridge Mountains, the beautiful Lambuth Inn is your base for in-depth discovery. Enjoy performances with storytellers and musicians, and venture to historic Franklin, where adventures take you to historic museums and significant Cherokee sites. Contact Heidi Wright in the OLLI office (294.2997) for more information and to learn how to register. Space is limited.